1.) Discover Your Social
Doppelgangers; Explore New
Interests.
Without revealing anyone’s identity.

Are you interested in Ferret Legging
a.k.a. stuffing a ferret down your
trousers? (it’s a real sport, look it up.)
Well, you’re not alone: there is someone else in the world just as unique as
you! Look! They also happen to be into
competitive worm charming, as well!
(it’s real too, trust us.) Who knows?
Maybe they might be able to introduce
you to a new thing or two.

2.) Build Your ‘Persona’; Blow
Open Your Existence.
We give you your own private, social
media trending A.I. which finds you up
to date information on all of your
current and discovered interests. For
instance, if you are talking about that
especially wily marmot at last weeks
showdown, we keep you informed with
all the info you’d ever need about taming that trouser demon.

3.) Have a Tough Decision to
Make? Ask your Persona!
Wouldn’t it be convenient to have
your own personal A.I. (like Jarvis in
Iron Man) which can determine the
potential outcomes of your queried
social scenarios? How valuable would it
be to know, without revealing
anyone’s identity, what your friends,
and society thought about stuffing
rodents down their pants?

SIX NO COST MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS:
Saving the world (your way) by giving true action
and value to your voice.

4.) Monetizing Your Voice for
Humanity (and yourself):

5.) Impact Society With
Your Market Response.

Rates of Social Monetization:

Imagine taking the revenues from your
social content, and instead of distributing it to special interests and ourselves
(like most companies do), we distribute
it to you and your causes. Sounds pretty
great, doesn’t it**?

Imagine a world where necessary
evils weren’t a nuisance, but
rather a stimulus for society.
Instead of invasive, irrelevant
advertising, SMRC uses
the same “search*” to
find you sponsored
offers that are
directly related
to your
interests; noninvasively
published
separately off
page.

At $219+/yr. ($0.60/day) minimum
from any of your authorized, public
social media interaction/content.
The more you communicate, the
more social value you create. The
sky’s the limit here.

In order to create
sustainable impact
through your
“Persona,” we
monetize any of
your authorized,
anonymous, public
social content
(from Facebook to
hobby forums, and
beyond) for your
personal social
causes, plus the
equal amount in
trade-able benefits, which are as good as
cash*.
Heck, with this new found wealth, maybe
you can save some poor ferrets from
some suspecting trousers. Man, they
have to hate that…
Where does the money come from?
Please visit http://bit.ly/smrcflyer

*The purchase of the ability to promote to you
non-invasively, without revealing your identity,
consequently monetizes your social content.

As donations and equal rewards.

Up to $15.00/hour at an average of
$2.00/game.
At 5% total purchase value back on
optional purchases from our sponsors
after answering a Post-Purchase
Review.

Invite Your Friends, Followers,
and Colleagues to Create
More Social Impact!

If you choose to
respond, you
4% of invited follower’s total
can create
value** (minimum $10.95/year),
significantly
while enabling them to monetize
more impact
their voice for their causes.
and benefits simply by playing a
At $0.438/yr. per invited follower’s
“where’s Waldo/trivial pursuitinvited follower to your impact and
like” game, which tests, and
rewards. (4% of 4%. Know anyone big?)
rewards your attention to the
details of your environments.
**Total (100%) minimum value created daily is

6.) Intelligently Protect
Your Social Identity:
Your private search patterns, and
biometric encryption, will notify
you when your identity is being
compromised by noticing
discrepancies in your interaction.

$0.75/day from content alone, assuming no
game participation, and little social interaction.
80% goes towards your causes, with 4% to hosting rewards, and 8% to your gift-able
charitable awards to your friend’s causes. Only 8% of
total value goes to SMRC for service upkeep. 92%
of all revenues go to charity.
Note: All 501(c)3 charities receiving funding are
accountable for their social impact through our
Social Impact Reports.

